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Dedication
to the growing number of vibrant believers who are exhibiting a passion for 
the kingdom in their youth. your willingness to turn your back on a godless 

society and focus on serving the lord jesus has been encouraging.

you have inspired me!
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I am a Christian, and will remain a Christian, and obey only the 
commandments of Christ all the days of my life.” 1

The crowd stared in awe. What kind of stupidity was this? 
How could this young man calmly respond like this to an angry king? 
The king’s patience was gone, and he was obviously ready to use tor-
ture if the young man did not obey. Kings were not used to being 
trifled with. Yet each time this young man was given a command 
that conflicted with his convictions, he responded in the same way:  
“I am a Christian.”

The day had started out so nicely. The king wanted to give him a 
second chance. Pelagius was intelligent and handsome. He had a lot 
going for him, and the king assumed he could be persuaded to give up 
this faith in Jesus Christ. So the king called Pelagius in and promised 
him pleasure if he would just renounce his faith. 

“Just imagine living right here in the royal court,” said the king. “If 
you are willing to renounce this Jesus Christ, you will have the best 
the kingdom has to offer.

“In fact,” the king continued, “I want you to imagine your greatest 
fantasy. Picture the greatest pleasure you can imagine. Whatever it is, 
it will be yours if you will only renounce this Christianity.”

But Pelagius stood firm. He was willing to turn his back on the 
best his culture had to offer. The king, seeing that the promise of 
worldly wealth and pleasure was not enough to shake this man’s faith 
in Christ, tried torture. Pelagius was suspended in the air for over six 
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hours and cruelly tormented. His persecutors continued to offer him 
relief and freedom if he would only renounce his Lord. But Pelagius 
valiantly continued to affirm his faith in Jesus Christ. 

Finally, in exasperation, the king commanded that Pelagius be 
brought before him. Furious, he ordered that Pelagius’s limbs be re-
moved. As Pelagius stood before the king, dripping with blood from 
his previous tortures, he prayed aloud to his God, saying, “O Lord, 
deliver me out of the hands of my enemies.” As he lifted his hands in 
prayer, the executioners pulled them apart and cut off first one arm, 
and then the other. After this they cut off his legs, and finally his head. 
It was June 29, 925 A.D., and Pelagius remained faithful unto death.a 

It took incredible faith and commitment for men like Pelagius to 
remain faithful. But something made this particular persecution dif-
ferent from many others. Pelagius was only thirteen years old. He 
hadn’t had many years to prepare for this final hour of testing, trial, 
and temptation. He wasn’t a seasoned old saint who could draw from 
years of experience and memories of God’s faithfulness. But history 
records that he had used his time wisely, reading the Scriptures and 
focusing on the Kingdom of God. 

You may never stand face to face with an angry king. You may never 
 have to stand in the 

midst of a jeering crowd 
and decide between 
Jesus and saving your 
limbs. But you are called 
to make a choice. 

Pelagius faced his deci-
sion in the throne room 
of a frustrated king. Your 
most difficult decision 
may take place some-

where else. It might occur in a department store as you weigh which 
kingdom you want to be identified with. It might happen on a car 
lot  as you wrestle with your need for transportation versus your in-

aAuthor’s note: There is controversy regarding the authenticity of the details in this account.

”

”
your most difficult 
decision might occur in a 
department store . . . 
on a car lot . . . in the 
sporting goods store or 
shopping mall.
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ner craving for acceptance, or in the sporting goods store or shopping 
mall. Your strongest conflict may take place on the battlefield of tech-
nology. Perhaps your strongest temptation is having that new phone 
or computer. As a new device comes out, suddenly the one you pur-
chased just a few months ago seems inferior. This new one is smaller, 
faster, and has many more features. Peer pressure is strong in all of 
these areas, and all of us are affected. A battle is inevitable.

We live in a time of great deception. Satan is unleashing every weap-
on at his disposal, and he knows his time is short. But God has not left 
us without warning. His Word warns us what the end of time will be 
like. The Apostle Paul, writing to Timothy, describes it. Reading over 
Paul’s description is like reading the daily newspaper. He describes 
the men of that time as covetous, or never satisfied with what they 
have. Paul says they will be lovers of their own selves. They will be 
unthankful and lovers of pleasure more than lovers of God.b If you 
were to write a description of the age we live in, could you describe 
it better than Paul did? While pleasure-seeking has always been a hu-
man tendency, today’s youth are seeing an extreme push toward self-
indulgence. “If it feels good, do it” seems to be the cry of the age.

But God is calling us to renounce the world’s pressure to conform 
and instead to live holy lives separated unto Him. So how are we to do 
this in our age? Is God’s Word still relevant in a time when technology 
and science continue to dazzle us with new advances? Does the Bible 
really have pertinent answers to the questions of our day? 

Sometimes it seems life was simpler back in the days of Pelagius. 
The fight was between good and evil, right and wrong. As we read ac-
counts from those earlier days, the battle lines seem clearer. Life was 
more black and white. But today, gray seems to be the color of choice. 
No one is sure about anything, and each person claims a right to his 
own opinion. People reject the thought of absolutes, and truth seems 
elusive. Telling people in our society that Jesus Christ is the only way 
or declaring that the Bible is better than other religious books sounds 
narrow-minded, prejudiced, and intolerant. It is the age of gray. 

So how are we to respond to the pressures of this age? How will you 

b2 Timothy 3:1-5
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respond? What will you use as a point of reference, and how will you 
chart a course through this confusing swirl of ambiguous, shadowy gray? 

I believe we can find the answer to these questions in the words of 
Jesus Himself. People came to Him one time with some questions. 
They were confused and needed direction, and Jesus gave them this 
simple formula: “I am the light of the world: he that followeth me 
shall not walk in darkness, but shall have the light of life.”a

Follow Me
The solution to gathering darkness is increasing light. Jesus said the 

light of life is available to the man or woman who follows Him. As we 
look at how to regard and manage finances and possessions in our lives, 
we want to begin here—following Jesus. What would our lives look 
like if we really chose to follow Him? For Pelagius, it meant torture and 
death. What would be the result of total surrender in your life?

I don’t know where you are in your Christian walk. I don’t know 
how Satan tempts you or how strongly material things grip your heart. 
But I want to encourage you to follow Jesus regardless of the cost. Let 
His example be the pattern for your life. Be willing to apply the words 
of Jesus as you make decisions and chart your course. 

Being young is exhilarating! There are so many choices, life is excit-
ing, and the possibilities seem endless. But my prayer for your genera-
tion is that you will use these amazing opportunities and resources 
for the Kingdom—that you will faithfully and unashamedly let the 
light of His Gospel flow through your lives and lips in the midst of a 
darkening, evil world.

aJohn 8:12
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I had waited a long time for this moment. I had anticipated it, 
visualized it, and now the time had come. With a mixture of 
fear and excitement, I pushed the throttle forward, and the small 

plane began to roll down the runway. As the plane picked up speed, 
I slowly pulled back on the yoke, and the little Cessna rattled, shook, 
and lifted off the runway. I was in the air!

This was not the first time I had rolled down this runway. It wasn’t 
the first time I had heard the roar, pulled back on the yoke, and 
watched the ground drop away. But this time something was differ-
ent—I was alone. Always before there had been an instructor sitting 
beside me. He had told me when to level off, suggested when to turn, 
and helped me respond as situations unfolded. He had always been 
there to remind me to lower the flaps or increase my speed. But today 
I was on my own. There was no one to tell me what to do. I was free!

The Thrill of Freedom
There is nothing in a young person’s life quite like the feeling of 

freedom. As I gained altitude that day, all the apprehension I had felt 
while hurtling down the runway was gone. All the fears and what-ifs 
vaporized. I was flying, and I was free. Years later I can still remember 
that initial intoxicating feeling of freedom. I was the pilot. I would 
decide how high to go. I would choose which direction to fly and how 
far to travel. I was in control, and life was good. I sang at the top of my 
lungs as I continued to gain altitude. It was great! I gave little thought 
to where I was going. I was flying!

Flying Free
but seek ye first the kingdom of god, 

 and his righteousness; and all these things  
shall be added unto you.  

matthew 6:33

1
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I glanced casually out my window, and my song abruptly died. The 
barns and houses were much smaller than I had anticipated. In my 
euphoria I had climbed higher and gone farther than I had planned. 
I suddenly realized that getting lost was a real possibility. I could just 
see the morning headlines: “Young pilot gets lost on first solo flight”! 

Turning the craft around, I desperately scanned the ground for 
some landmark to identify my location. This wasn’t fun anymore. All 
the fields below looked the same. I had been told to take off, circle the 
airport, and land the plane. My original goal had been to do this with-
out smashing anything. But in the excitement of flying on my own, I 
had forgotten my original goal. Now as I gazed at the array of gauges 
on the instrument panel, I was painfully aware of my inadequacies as a 
pilot. I barely knew how to fly a plane, let alone pinpoint my location 
using instruments. As I feverishly scanned the horizon for the airstrip, 
I suddenly longed for my instructor. How comforting it would be to 
ask him what to do and let him give me some direction.

I really hadn’t traveled as far from the airport as I had feared, and I 
was soon circling the runway and preparing to land. My instructor had 
given me many details that had seemed unimportant at the time. I just 
wanted to fly, and he fussed around with little things like keeping the 
proper RPM, watching the airspeed, and setting the flaps to the right 
degree. It seemed he was constantly nagging about little things like 
carburetor heat and exact elevation when turning on final approach. 

But as I approached the airport, all those seemingly unimportant 
instructions came to life. My instructor was not with me, but his di-
rectives kept surfacing in my mind. If I was going to get this plane 
and myself on the ground in one piece, I needed to remember every 
instruction he had tried to pound into me.

I landed safely that day. In my little ten-minute flight I had experi-
enced extreme emotions, from fear and apprehension to excitement 
and a great sense of accomplishment. That day I learned more than 
just how to fly solo. I learned some basic life lessons.
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The Desire to Fly Free
In our youth we all experience times of wanting to be free. We are 

held back by school teachers, church leaders, and parents. We are not 
allowed to do this or say that. We are not supposed to go to this place 
or wear that particular thing. 
We grow up surrounded by 
lists of rules, regulations, and 
restrictions. But for some  
bizarre reason, the things we 
are told not to do seem the 
most appealing. Why aren’t 
there rules against broccoli and Brussels sprouts?  Why don’t we have 
regulations requiring more recreation and less work? 

But no, we grow up being told not to do the very things our flesh 
cries out for, and we long to leave this rigid, structured environment 
and fly on our own. Something within us craves the freedom to go 
where we want and do as we please. We feel like a kite on the end of a 
string. It’s fun to fly, but it would be much more enjoyable, we imag-
ine, if we could just get loose from that string. 

Anyone Can Take Off
But aviation instructors understand something young pilots forget. 

It’s not hard to get a plane off the runway. In fact, anyone who can drive 
a car can get a plane in the air. Just point the nose of the plane down 
the runway, give it some power, and pull back on the yoke. It’s easy. But 
taking off is just the beginning. There is much more to flying than just 
getting off the ground, and the same is true in life. It is not hard to start 
making your own decisions; the difficulty is in making good ones that 
hold you to your course and land you safely at your destination.

You may have grown up listening to teaching on money and its 
proper uses. Perhaps you have been told not to spend too much on 
this, or the importance of saving for that. Maybe your parents remind 
you not to waste money on things of no value, and you grow weary of 
the constant reminders. Perhaps, even now, you long to be liberated 
from continual cautions and warnings. Maybe you just long to be free.

”

”

why aren’t there  
rules against broccoli  
and brussels sprouts?
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Trust Godly Instructors
Proverbs says, “The fear of the LORD is the beginning of knowledge: 

but fools despise wisdom and instruction.”a This means that a wise 
young man or woman will value instruction. I encourage you to ap-
preciate godly teachers. Instructors see things differently. They tend 
to look beyond the thrill of the moment. While I couldn’t wait to get 
that plane in the air, my instructor was more concerned that I was 
prepared to get the plane back on the ground. Your relationship with 
those in authority is similar. While you may long to fly free, they are 
more concerned about where you will eventually end up. Most of us 
in our youth are not prepared for the challenges ahead. 

Box Canyons
Just off the south end of the runway at Lake Tahoe Airport in Cali-

fornia is a canyon. The airport is high in elevation, which means the 
air is thinner and it can be difficult for a small plane to gain altitude in 
warm weather. The south end of the airport is surrounded by moun-
tains, so there are not many options for a pilot who is having difficulty 
gaining altitude while departing toward the south. 

To those unfamiliar with the local terrain, this canyon looks like the 
perfect solution. It looks like a great place to fly into while gaining 
enough altitude to clear the surrounding mountains. But the locals 
know this canyon provides false hope. It is a box canyon. In other 
words, once you get into it, there is no way out. The abundance of 
aluminum hanging from trees at the end of the canyon tells the story 
of many pilots who flew in and never came back. The apparent solu-
tion is an illusion. 

The Illusion of Materialism
Satan offers many box canyons today, and he would love to have 

you fly into one. His desire is to persuade you to trust in what is 
seen—to simply believe that happiness, peace, and fulfillment come 
from the things around you, and that more possessions will satisfy 
your inner longings. Satan would love to convince you to focus on 

a Proverbs 1:7
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accumulating more of this world’s goods and living for today. But one 
of the purposes of this book is to reveal that this enticement is nothing 
more than a box canyon. Life can be discouraging. Disappointments 
come. Friends let us down. At times it seems there is no way out.

We try to rise above the discouragement. We try to gain altitude. 
And Satan will place the temptation of possessions right in our path. 
It looks so good and seems like the perfect solution. If I just had one 
of those, then I would be appreciated. Life would be better if I had 
more of that. If I could just get a nicer car or more stylish clothes, then 
I would feel accepted by my friends. But materialism is a box canyon. 
Many fly in and never return. 

Fly Higher!
Jesus calls you to rise above this illusion. Everything you own, ev-

erything you see, everything you touch—absolutely everything that 
surrounds you today—will soon be gone. Jesus asks you to turn your 
back on the things that are seen and put your trust in Him. He offers 
eternal blessing and joy unspeakable to the young person who, like 
Pelagius, ignores the offerings of this world and follows Him.

Conclusion
All of us are eventually turned loose. Our parents climb out of the 

cockpit and we are free to go. We make the decisions. It is wonderful 
to have our own checkbooks, debit cards, and cash with no one to tell 
us how to use them. The possibilities seem endless.

An amazing array of options exists for young people today, and our 
world tells us we can have it all. Fun and excitement are advertised on 
every corner, and if you don’t mind a little debt, you can experience it 
all now. But remember, there are also many box canyons. A prepared 
pilot is aware that the canyon just off the runway at Lake Tahoe is 
deadly. When he sees the canyon ahead after takeoff, he does not see a 
solution—he sees potential destruction. He has studied the map and 
listened to his instructor, and he is ready. 

As we proceed, let’s open our hearts to the truth of God’s Word con-
cerning money and possessions. Let’s allow His Spirit and Word to be 
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the map and instructor in our lives. God sees life from a higher level, 
and He is greatly concerned. He is fully aware of the potential hazards 
that threaten to destroy us. Seeing things from God’s perspective will 
cause you to see things differently.

For Further Reflection

1. What are some box canyons that Satan tempts young people with 
today?

2. Share examples of times you have been lured into a materialistic 
trap. What were the consequences?

3. Do you find yourself more susceptible to these temptations in 
certain situations or moods? If so, what conditions make tempta-
tions more intense?

4. How have you overcome or avoided one of these traps?
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